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2. Formatting oF ancient egyptian hieroglyphic text

Mark-Jan nederhof

University of St Andrews

abstract

For encoding of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic text, a central issue is the choice of pri-
mitives to express how hieroglyphs are positioned relative to one another. Different such 
primitives have been used for preparing printed documents and for compiling electronic 
corpora.
Recently, nine control characters were introduced in Unicode for formatting of hieroglyphic 
text. The adequacy of such control characters can be determined by systematically encoding 
texts from different periods.

keywords

writing systems – corpora – document preparation – font technology – Unicode.

1. theory

1.1. Relative positioning of signs

Ancient Egyptian writing holds an exceptional position among the writing 
systems of the world.1 It is ‘complete’ in that it allows any word in the language to be 
expressed;2 see also Klinkenberg.3 Among all complete writing systems, it is among 

1 Daniels – Bright 1996.
2 Sampson 1985.
3 Klinkenberg 2018.
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the oldest, next to Sumerian cuneiform, and the period of its continuous use is among 
the longest, next to Chinese.

The main form of ancient Egyptian writing was the hieroglyphic script. From this, 
two cursive scripts were derived, known as hieratic and demotic. The hieroglyphic 
script continued to be used next to the cursive scripts throughout much of the history 
of ancient Egypt, albeit generally for different kinds of documents.4

Most writing systems can be traced back to pictographic origins. Later stages 
of development tended to simplify the pictograms to more abstract forms. Ancient 
Egyptian hieroglyphs however remained recognizably figurative. In addition, the 
repertoire of hieroglyphs was to some extent open-ended, and the appearance of 
common hieroglyphs could be varied, motivated by extralinguistic considerations, 
some of which could be related to the decorative or religious functions of inscriptions. 
This poses severe challenges to the encoding of hieroglyphs, henceforth signs for 
short; see further Chapter 3.

Another uncommon feature is that the arrangement of signs involves two 
dimensions, horizontal and vertical. Text can be written in columns, top-to-bottom, 
or in rows (i.e. lines), either left-to-right or right-to-left. The choice between left-
to-right and right-to-left is apparent from the orientation of the individual signs; 
ancient Egyptian has this in common with Anatolian hieroglyphs.5 If text is written 
in columns, then narrow signs may also be arranged next to one another. If text is 
in rows, then flat signs may also be arranged below one another. Furthermore, one 
may find horizontal combinations of signs that appear within vertical arrangements, 
which are themselves combined horizontally with other vertically arranged groups of 
signs, etc. We will use the term tabular arrangement to refer to signs being arranged 
horizontally and/or vertically.

If we look at original ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts, we witness one 
overarching guiding principle, namely aesthetics. The available surface of a wall, 
a stela, or a sheet of papyrus is filled with signs in a way that is pleasing to the 
eye, in particular, that avoids overly large empty spaces between signs. Where signs 
were arranged horizontally or vertically, these arrangements ultimately served the 
purposes of aesthetics, and were likely not a goal in themselves. In fact, much of 
the layout of signs in typical monumental inscriptions cannot be described solely 
in terms of tabular arrangement. Non-tabular arrangements of signs include various 
types of composition.6

It should be borne in mind that typical arrangements of signs are highly 
productive. That is, if a sequence of signs can be arranged in a certain way, then that 
arrangement could in principle also exist for another sequence of the same length in 

4 Davies – Laboury 2020.
5 Werner 1991.
6 Fischer 1977; Meeks 2017; Polis 2018.
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which the signs, pair-wise, have similar dimensions and outlines, provided of course 
that the sequence of signs makes linguistic sense. As a consequence, it is not feasible 
to exhaustively list all potential groups of signs, and each newly investigated text 
may reveal groups of signs that were not attested before. This distinguishes ancient 
Egyptian from complex writing systems in which a bounded number of basic signs 
can be combined with a bounded number of diacritic signs in a relatively small 
number of ways, as for example in various South Asian scripts.

1.2. Encoding of relative positioning

Encoding of the relative positioning of signs in hieroglyphic texts may be 
primarily seen as a technological problem. The central challenge is to design a 
repertoire of machine-interpretable primitives that is powerful enough to express the 
relative positioning seen in most typical texts, to a reasonable degree of faithfulness. 
These primitives need not correspond however to any codified rules applied by the 
ancient artists in order to compose aesthetically pleasing inscriptions.

The earliest kinds of formatting of hieroglyphic text relied on substantial manual 
effort to determine appropriate scaling and positioning, which had to be done for each 
group of signs individually.7 This could also be done manually for a given pattern 
of tabular arrangements of signs, assuming a bounded number of such patterns.8 A 
competing approach was to automate some of the effort by introducing higher-level 
primitives for horizontal and vertical arrangement. Two of the earliest encodings 
that included such primitives were tied to two different and independently developed 
software packages, called GLYPH and PLOTTEXT.

GLYPH allows encoding of a hieroglyphic text consisting of a sequence of rows 
and/or columns.9 Encodings of groups of signs within a row or column are separated 
by the ‘-’ operator. Within the encoding of a group, there can be zero or more 
occurrences of the two binary operators ‘*’ and ‘:’. The first arranges its arguments 
horizontally, and the second arranges its arguments vertically. The ‘*’ has higher 
operator precedence than ‘:’ and this can be overridden by pairs of parentheses. 
There are further primitives for cartouches and for shading (also known as hatching) 
of signs or of groups of signs, to indicate that these are damaged in the original 
inscription.

PLOTTEXT uses a notably different encoding for hieroglyphic text.10 It allows 
underspecification of tabular arrangements, in that a simple sequence of signs 

7 James 1985; Diop 1992.
8 Lesko 1974.
9 Buurman – Schimmelpenninck van der Oije 1976; Buurman 1985; Buurman – de Moel 1987; Buurman 

1988a; van den Berg 1993; van der Plas 1985.
10 Stief 1985a; 1985b; 1988a; 1988b; 2001.
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separated by space symbols is formatted through heuristics determined by the 
software, which considers the sizes of the signs and in particular the ratios of their 
widths and heights. For example, two neighbouring signs that are low and wide may 
possibly be placed one above the other, and two neighbouring signs that are high and 
narrow may be placed one next to the other.

table 1. encodings oF hieroglyphic text

Tabular arrangement can also be specified explicitly, by enclosing a group 
within a pair of double-quotes, and then using the binary operators ‘,’ for vertical 
arrangement and ‘/’ for horizontal arrangement. (This is in a row of text, while the 
meanings of ‘,’ and ‘/’ are swapped in a column of text.) A space symbol within such 
a group leaves the tabular arrangement underspecified, much as before. Outside a 
pair of double-quotes, ‘/’ acts as an explicit separator of groups. The space symbol 
has higher precedence than ‘/’, which has higher precedence than ‘,’. An omitted 
argument of ‘,’ creates padding with empty space within a group, and there are 
further primitives for empty spaces of particular sizes, as well as ‘negative space’.

PLOTTEXT also has primitives for cartouches and similar enclosing signs, as 
well as for shading. The ‘=’ operator creates an overlay (also known as stacking) of 
two signs. Mirroring of a sign (horizontal inversion) is possible by inverting the font 
within an encoding.

In addition, there are six ‘insertion’ primitives. Such a primitive takes a ‘base’ 
sign and a group of signs that is inserted somewhere within the bounding box of the 
base sign. One such primitive is the ‘center insertion’, which inserts the group in the 
center of the base sign. Then there are four ‘corner insertions’, which insert the group 
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in the top-left, top-right, bottom-left, or bottom-right corner, respectively. One more 
insertion is applicable if the base sign is a bird, and it inserts the group in front, just 
above the bird’s feet.

Another innovative feature of PLOTTEXT is the encoding of a composite sign 
in terms of its parts. For example, a king wearing a white crown holding a flail is 
represented by codes for a king, a white crown, and a flail, respectively, separated 
by the ‘+’ operator.

A tool developed at the University of Oxford uses an encoding that has at least 
one feature in common with PLOTTEXT, namely operators for corner insertion, 
or to be precise, one for the bottom-left corner and one for the top-right corner of 
a base sign.11 Groups are enclosed in braces, binary operator ‘/’ achieves vertical 
arrangement, whitespace (or juxtaposition) achieves horizontal arrangement, and a 
pair of ‘;’ delimits a nested group. Whitespace has higher precedence than the ‘/’. 
The encoding also has primitives for cartouches, empty spaces, and ‘negative space’.

It appears that a majority of the user community at the time favoured further 
development in the direction of GLYPH.12 PLOTTEXT continued to be used however, 
for example by Beinlich & Saleh13 and Graefe.14 Some other encodings, such as those 
proposed by Marti & Piolle,15 do not seem to have been pursued further.

There were subsequent efforts to document the encoding used by GLYPH, 
resulting in a publication commonly referred to as the Manuel de Codage, or MdC 
for short.16 The MdC also includes the ‘\’ operator for mirroring signs, the ‘#’ operator 
for overlaying two signs, text-critical markers, and primitives for leaving empty 
space within groups, and for a number of enclosing signs akin to cartouches such as 
serekhs and walled enclosures. The tradition of the MdC lived on in successors of 
GLYPH, such as WinGlyph and MacScribe.17

Many typical cases of relative positioning cannot be faithfully described in 
terms of tabular arrangement alone. Corner insertions as they exist in PLOTTEXT 
effectively cover a fair portion of those remaining cases. The MdC as last published 
does not include any primitives for corner insertion however.18

One solution is to introduce a new code for each combination of signs that may 
be arranged by corner insertion. Such an atomic encoding is for example ‘O38a’ on 
p. 9 of Buurman & Schimmelpenninck van der Oije for 

r

.19 Another solution is to 

11 Baines – Griffin 1988.
12 Buurman et al. 1985; Buurman 1988b; Grimal 1990.
13 Beinlich – Saleh 1989.
14 Graefe 1994.
15 Marti – Piolle 1985.
16 Buurman et al. 1988.
17 Gozzoli 2013.
18 Stief 1988a.
19 Buurman – Schimmelpenninck van der Oije 1976.
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reinterpret the operators of tabular arrangement if applied on certain combinations of 
signs. It appears that this was attempted in GLYPH for at least a period of time. For 
example, ‘D:Y1’ stood for r rather than the expected r .20

Another solution is found in WinGlyph.21 A combination of signs separated by 
the new binary operator ‘&’ is arranged in some non-tabular fashion, which could be 
corner insertion. Examples are ‘wr&t’ and ‘G14&X1’, which are both rendered as 
an insertion in the top-right corner: 

r

 and 

r

, respectively. The general meaning 
of ‘&’ is underspecified however. In other cases it may correspond to, for example, 
insertion into one of the other three corners. Users can moreover define new 
sequences of signs combined with ‘&’, to mean an arbitrary relative positioning. 
WinGlyph further includes primitives for rotation and scaling of signs.

Because corner insertions are highly productive, none of the three above-
mentioned solutions is able to handle this form of relative positioning in its full 
generality. In particular, if a new example of corner insertion of two signs is found, 
then a new atomic encoding would have to be introduced, or ‘:’ or ‘*’ would have 
to be reinterpreted for a new combination of signs, or the meaning of ‘&’ would 
have to be defined for a new combination of signs, respectively. In each case, the 
encoding is unstable, and exchange of texts between different tools and different 
users is problematic.

Another solution to corner insertion appears to have originated in MacScribe.22 It 
involves the binary operators ‘^^^’ and ‘&&&’. Each takes as arguments a base sign 
and a group that is inserted in the base sign. Any sign that can act as a base sign has 
up to two zones, zone 1 and zone 2, which can be corners or other areas in or around 
the base sign. In the case of ‘^^^’, the base sign is the second argument and the 
group is the first argument, which is inserted in zone 1 of the base sign. In the case 
of ‘&&&’, the base sign is the first argument, and the group is the second argument, 
which is inserted in zone 2 of the base sign. The two operators can be combined, with 
the base sign in the middle, whereby two groups are inserted in one base sign. For 
example, ‘t^^^w&&&Z2’ inserts ‘t’ just above the feet of ‘w’, and inserts ‘Z2’ in the 
upper-right corner, to give . The two primitives together still limit insertion to two 
zones, and furthermore, it is not apparent from the shape of a base sign alone where 
the two zones are located.

JSesh is a modern implementation of the MdC.23 It adds a primitive allowing absolute 
positioning and scaling. For example, ‘S34\R30{{0,357,51}}**G5{{194,0,97}}’ 
expresses that sign ‘S34’ is to be rotated by 30 degrees, scaled by factor 0.51, and 
placed at (x, y) coordinate (0.0, 0.357), while ‘G5’ is scaled by factor 0.97 and placed 

20 Van den Berg 1988: 33.
21 Van den Berg 1997.
22 S. Rosmorduc, personal communication, May 15, 2020.
23 Rosmorduc 2019.
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at coordinate (0.194, 0.0); coordinates refer to the top-left corners of bounding 
boxes of signs. This may appear as . In this syntax, ‘**’ connects a number of 
signs together that are formatted by absolute scaling and positioning relative to the 
same reference point (0.0, 0.0). If the triple behind a sign is absent, it defaults to 
‘{{0,0,100}}’.

Absolute scaling and positioning is particularly appropriate for fine-grained, 
palaeographic reproduction of the original appearance of an inscription. It can be 
used to express corner insertion, among many other kinds of relative positioning. 
However, encoding in this way is time-consuming, and if a font is replaced by 
another in which dimensions and outlines are slightly different, then an existing 
encoding may no longer result in an acceptable rendering.24

The Revised Encoding Scheme (RES) for hieroglyphic text is intended to satisfy 
a wide range of applications, from lexicography to palaeography, while at the same 
time creating good prospects for the longevity of encoding.25 It has a small number 
of very powerful primitives, whose syntax is specified by a formal grammar, and 
whose meaning is defined in a simple and self-contained manner, making the 
encoding independent from any implementation or font. It was demonstrated that 
these primitives can be captured in a natural way by applying image processing on 
scans of transcriptions.26

In RES, the operators ‘-’, ‘*’, ‘:’ and the parentheses have the same meaning as 
they have in the MdC. In addition, there is one general insertion primitive, which 
can be parameterized with the location of the inserted group, which can be in one of 
the four corners, at one of the four sides, in the middle, or at an arbitrary specified 
coordinate. The exact scaling and positioning of the inserted group is determined 
dynamically by the actual shapes of the signs in the used font. Conceptually, the 
inserted group is initially scaled down to close to a single pixel and placed at an 
appropriate initial position. The group is then gradually scaled up, and its position 
is adjusted as appropriate, to make it fit exactly in the indicated place, respecting a 
minimum distance between any of its pixels and the pixels of the base sign (or more 
generally, base group). RES further has primitives for overlaying, for cartouches and 
related enclosing signs, for shading with arbitrary granularity, footnote markers, and 
empty spaces.

In order to satisfy palaeographic applications, default parameters of the primitives 
can further be adjusted to fine-tune the appearance. For example, the default distance 
between signs (or more generally between subgroups) can be increased or decreased 
as desired, by setting the ‘sep’ argument of the relevant operator, be it ‘-’, ‘*’ or ‘:’. 
There is no ‘negative space’ in RES. Instead, an operator may be given the argument 

24 Nederhof 2013.
25 Nederhof 2002; 2019b.
26 Nederhof 2015.
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‘fit’, whereby the distance between subgroups is determined by a dynamic form of 
kerning, i.e. the actual shapes of subgroups are inspected, and the subgroups are 
squeezed together until a minimal distance between pixels of the two subgroups is 
reached.

The expressive power of RES comes at a cost. Implementation is relatively 
difficult, and rendering is slow. This is mainly because corner insertion iteratively 
investigates different scalings and positionings, to determine how to exactly fit the 
inserted group within the base group. Dynamic kerning is relatively time-consuming 
as well, as it investigates shapes on a pixel level.

1.3. Unicode

Unicode creates the possibility to represent text in any writing system in a 
consistent way, including both modern and historical scripts. It assigns a unique code 
point to each character. A character is to be distinguished from a glyph, which is a 
particular realization of a character. Some code points stand for control characters, 
which do not have a visual representation on their own, but influence the appearance 
of the visible characters.

The earliest attempt to introduce primitives into Unicode for relative positioning 
of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs took operators directly from the Manuel de Codage.27 
This attempt was discontinued.

The second attempt only involved three control characters, which were the 
equivalents of ‘*’, ‘:’ and ‘&’ from the MdC.28 Objections were raised against the 
last of these three control characters, due to its undefined and inherently undefinable 
meaning,29 and an alternative way forward was proposed.30 This resulted in a repertoire 
of nine control characters,31 which became part of Unicode 12 in March 2019.

The control characters are listed in Table 2, followed by their syntax, specified 
in Backus-Naur form. In this notation, the pipe symbol ‘|’ separates alternatives. 
Square brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’ enclose optional elements, round brackets followed by a 
plus symbol ‘( )+’ enclose elements that are repeated one or more times. A ‘fragment’ 
is a valid sequence of Unicode characters that represents a row or column of text, 
consisting of hieroglyphs and control characters. A ‘sign’ can be any of the existing 
1071 ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs currently in Unicode.

27 Everson 1997; 1999.
28 Richmond – Glass 2016.
29 Nederhof et al. 2016b.
30 Nederhof et al. 2016a; 2017.
31 Glass et al. 2017; Everson – Glass 2018; Nederhof 2018; 2019a.
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table 2. the control characters and their syntax

The control characters ‘:’, ‘*’ and the parentheses have the same meaning as 
in the MdC. Then there are four corner insertions. If the base sign is a bird, then 
insertion in the bottom-left corner (for left-to-right text) amounts to placing the 
inserted group just above the feet. In other words, two related insertion primitives 
from PLOTTEXT are here merged into one. The names of the inserting control 
characters have ‘START’ and ‘END’ in them rather than left and right; for right-to-
left text the ‘start side’ is at the right and the ‘end side’ is at the left.
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Finally, there is an overlaying control character. Its first argument, a ‘flat_
hor_group’, can be a single sign or a sequence of two or more signs between 
parentheses arranged horizontally. Similarly, its second argument, a ‘flat_
ver_group’, can be a single sign or a sequence of two or more signs between 
parentheses arranged vertically. The base in an ‘insertion_group’ is a ‘core_
group’, which can be a single sign or an overlay. This is followed by one or 
more of the inserting control characters, each followed by the inserted group, the 
‘in_group’, which can be a ‘core_group’ itself, or another kind of group enclosed 
in parentheses. If several inserting control characters follow the same base, then 
these must occur in a fixed order.

Current font technology was not designed for writing systems such as ancient 
Egyptian. One example of a challenging task is scaling down of two tall signs 
that are arranged one above the other, depending on the summed height of the 
two signs including the space in between, relative to the available height within 
a row of text. Font technology such as OpenType is unable to perform addition 
and division of arbitrary numbers, nor can it dynamically scale down glyphs in 
a font. This means that for formatting ancient Egyptian, workarounds need to be 
found, such as manipulating a bounded number of possible widths and heights, 
and including a bounded number of scalings of each sign within a font. Such 
workarounds are likely to be too crude to result in an ideal rendering. Another 
approach is to prepare a font specifically for one text, using external tools that 
are capable of the necessary computation and scaling to produce preformatted 
groups, which are stored in a font as single composite glyphs. This generally 
results in a rendering of higher quality, but it is a less flexible approach, due to 
the need for the external tools, and the need to recreate the font whenever the 
text changes.

1.4. Formatting

Because of the limitations of font technology mentioned above, Unicode does 
not specify in detail how hieroglyphic text is to be formatted. However, one would 
expect at least a rough approximation of the ideal formatting as it exists in say JSesh 
and RES. We explain the ideal formatting of an outermost group in terms of an 
abstract syntax, defined inductively by:

•  A group is a horizontal group, a vertical group, or a basic group.
•  A vertical group consists of a list of two or more subgroups to be arranged 

vertically, each of which is a horizontal group or a basic group.
•  A horizontal group consists of a list of two or more subgroups to be arranged 

horizontally, each of which is a vertical group or a basic group.
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•  A basic group has a core subgroup, which is either a single sign or an overlay, 
and, for each of the four corners, optionally a group to be inserted in that 
corner.

•  An overlay consists of two lists, each consisting of one or more signs. The 
signs in the first list are to be arranged horizontally and the signs in the second 
list are to be arranged vertically, and the two lists are then stacked upon one 
another, with their center points coinciding.

Formatting of an outermost group is done in two steps:

•  First, signs in that group are scaled down if necessary to fit within the available 
space. This process starts with the smallest nested subgroups.

•  Second, as much whitespace as possible is added between subgroups without 
increasing the total surface area taken up by the outermost group.

•  In the following, we describe this scaling and padding in more detail, assuming 
a row of text. Formatting of a group within a column of text is analogous.

1.4.1. Scaling

The space available to a group is determined by a maximum width and a maximum 
height. These maxima are either ∞ (infinity) to indicate there is no restriction, or are 
positive numbers no greater than 1 EM, where EM is the height of a row of text (and 
of the unscaled ‘sitting man’ hieroglyph).

An outermost group has maximum height 1 EM and maximum width ∞. The 
latter means that if this outermost group is an horizontal group consisting of 
many basic groups or vertical groups next to one another, then it can have any 
width. However, the maximum width of the subgroups of a vertical group is 
1 EM and the maximum height of the subgroups of an horizontal group is 1 
EM. The maximum width and maximum height of a group inserted in a corner 
of a basic group is determined by the shape of the core subgroup; this will be 
discussed in more detail later.

The width of an horizontal group is the sum of the widths of the subgroups, plus 
a certain distance between consecutive subgroups, and its height is the maximum of 
the heights of the subgroups. The height and width of a vertical group are defined 
analogously.

The total width and height of an overlay are the maxima of the widths and 
heights, respectively, of the horizontal list and the vertical list. In the formatting, 
the geometric center of the horizontal list coincides with the geometric center of the 
vertical list. 

If the width and/or height of a group exceed the available space, then all signs 
within it are scaled down, including the distances between consecutive subgroups, 
to exactly fit within the available space. Note that a single sign may be scaled down 
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multiple times, as it may be part of a group that in turn is a subgroup of a larger 
group, etc., and each of these larger and larger groups may trigger down-scaling of 
all the signs in them. Signs are never scaled up, so they never appear bigger than 
their ‘natural’ size in the font.

1.4.2. Padding

After scaling, whitespace is added inside groups, to center individual signs, spread 
out horizontally the subgroups of an horizontal group, and spread out vertically 
the subgroups of a vertical group. More precisely, groups are formatted within a 
rectangle whose size is computed after scaling as described earlier. For an outermost 
group, the height of this rectangle is the height of a line, so 1 EM, and the width is 
the width of that group.

A horizontal group that is to be formatted within a certain rectangle is divided into 
smaller rectangles horizontally, one for each subgroup, and one for each occurrence 
of whitespace between subgroups; the width of the rectangle of a subgroup is the 
width of that subgroup, and leftover horizontal whitespace is equally divided over 
the whitespace that occurs between the subgroups. The formatting of a vertical group 
is analogous.

A group that is inserted in a basic group is formatted within a rectangle determined 
by the shape of the core subgroup.

A sign that is to be formatted within a certain rectangle that is bigger than the 
sign itself is centered horizontally and vertically, that is, any leftover horizontal 
whitespace is divided equally over padding to the left and to the right of the sign, and 
any leftover vertical whitespace is divided equally over padding above and below.

1.4.3. Insertion

In a typical implementation of corner insertion, the available spaces for the 
corners are rectangles. Such a rectangle can be fixed for each individual sign that may 
occur as core subgroup and for each corner where one might expect an insertion into 
that sign. The rectangle can be determined manually or automatically by analyzing 
the shape of the sign in a font. The rectangle need not be entirely enclosed in the 
bounding box of the sign, and typically it extends to the left or to the right. In effect 
that means an extra strip of space is added on the left or on the right side of a sign if 
there is an insertion on that side, as in the case of 

✕

.
Determining appropriate rectangles for corner insertions is more challenging 

for the case of a core subgroup that is an overlay. This is because the number of 
overlays is in principle unbounded, and in practice prohibitively large. Analyzing 
shapes of combinations of signs, once and for all for a given font, is therefore not 
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viable. A more practical solution is to assume that the available space for each 
corner insertion has some fixed size, say 0.3 EM ✕ 0.3 EM, and extends by a 
certain distance, say by 0.2 EM, to the left or to the right of the bounding box. In 
very few of the already rare cases of a combination of overlay and corner insertion 
would this lead to an undesirable rendering.

1.5. Outlook

The current repertoire of control characters is work in progress. For future 
extensions of this repertoire, the needs of Egyptologists need to be balanced 
against the technical challenges posed by further control characters. Furthermore, 
Unicode is specifically not meant to express visual appearance of texts with a 
high degree of faithfulness, which means that such matters as kerning are outside 
its scope.

It is expected that center insertion as well as cartouches and other enclosing signs 
will be revisited, in preparation for a future version of Unicode.32 Because complete 
and undamaged texts are the exception in Egyptology, there is also an urgent need 
for encoding of empty space and shading.

The repertoire of control characters is not entirely independent from the issue 
of the sign list. For example, there are code points for composite signs that can 
since recently be encoded using control characters, and similar signs will no longer 
require an atomic encoding in the future. In the same vein, mirrored and rotated 
signs would not require separate code points if there were suitable control characters 
for mirroring and rotation. This needs to be weighed against the challenges of 
implementing mirroring and rotation in font technology.

2. examples

The adequacy of the control characters has been subjected to critical evaluation 
by systematically encoding texts from different periods. Here, two Middle-Egyptian 
stelas are investigated, both from the Twelfth dynasty.

32 Polis 2018: 344.
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2.1. Intef son of Senet

table 3. stela oF inteF son oF senet (bm ea581), with kind permission 
From richard parkinson and ©trustees oF the british museum
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Table 3 shows line drawings of consecutive rows followed by the closest 
representation that is achievable in Unicode. There are many examples of corner 
insertion, such as (2a-b) and (7a). At (2b), one may well argue that also the viper is 
inserted. There are two insertions in one base sign at (4c) and (6b), although in the 
latter case one may equally well argue that the stroke follows the chick, rather than 
being inserted into it. At (2c), there is a corner insertion into an overlay; the overlay 
here happens to be also available as atomic sign in Unicode. One may furthermore 
interpret the  near the top-left of the overlay as another corner insertion. At (7e), the 
original inscription is closer to a kind of insertion, but here the subgroup is encoded 
with vertical arrangement. At (7f) it is not clear whether one sign is inserted, with 
two more signs below, or whether all three signs are inserted as in the presented 
encoding. This reminds us that primitives of encoding are modern concepts, which 
can at best approximate original inscriptions.

There are examples of tabular arrangements that involve several levels of nesting, 
such as (5a) and (6c), where there is a vertical arrangement within a horizontal 
arrangement within a vertical arrangement. Another example of a deeply nested 
tabular arrangement is (5c).

At (3a) and (4a), the signs are squeezed towards one another. This can be encoded 
using the ‘fit’ feature in RES, and using negative space in some other types of 
encoding. Such ‘kerning’ is beyond the capabilities of Unicode however. There are 
further examples of ‘kerning’ in the line drawings at (2c-d), (3b-c), (4b), (5b) and 
(7b-c). At (4d), one may alternatively argue that the god is to the left of the eye, again 
with ‘kerning’, rather than underneath it. The relative positioning at (6a) is difficult 
to characterize in terms of the available control characters, and other normalized 
transcriptions may be equally valid.

Unicode currently cannot represent rotation nor mirroring, and the exact 
appearance at (1a) and at (7d) can at best be approximated. For some signs, the exact 
graphical variant may not be available, as at (4e) and (7g), and the unbearded gods 
in lines (6) and (7).
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2.2. Ity and Iuri

table 4. stela oF ity and iuri (bm ea586), with kind permission From 
richard parkinson and ©trustees oF the british museum

In Table 4, there are corner insertions at (1b), (1d), (3a) and (3c). The ‘kerning’ 
at (4a) and (4c) could alternatively be encoded as corner insertion. There are 
several more cases where groups are squeezed together, such as (1c), (2a-b), (3b) 
and (4b).

The encoding at (1a) is little satisfactory, for two reasons. First, there is no 
consensus as yet on encoding of cartouches and other enclosing signs. In particular, 
it is to be decided whether this ought to be done in terms of a prospective center-
insertion primitive. For now, we treat the open-cartouche and the close-cartouche 
as individual signs, here with the control characters for horizontal arrangement. 
Secondly, there is no solution as yet to encode that, for example, a ‘sky’ sign should 
stretch out to the width of the group below it. It is an open question whether this 
should be handled in the same way as cartouches stretch out proportionally to the 
width (or height, for columns of text) of the enclosed group.
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